
 

 

                           
  

                                      

The seeds of knowledge – Traditional Tuscan food products 

Name Red Tuscan Onion 

Geographical 
distribution 

Provinces of Arezzo and Florence, Valdarno 

History Onion is a vegetable which has been largely  spread worldwide for centuries: the  Romans and 
the gladiators for example believed it could harden muscles and for this reason they used to 
massage themselves with onions. 
The Greeks also consumed great  quantities of onions because they believed it could purify 
and clean blood. Onion reached great importance during the Middle Age, when it was used as 
a way of payment (for example to pay rents) or as a gift. In this period  onions were largely 
adopted as medicines to heal from snakes bites or headaches or hair loss; since the XVI 
century onions were used as a remedy against infertility not only of women, but of animals 
too. 
HISTORY OF FRIAR ONION 
In Certaldo, a small village in Tuscany, a friar of the confraternity of Saint Anthony,  called Friar 
Onion because the village was famous for the growing of this vegetable,  had the task to 
collect  people offers. In return he promised to show them some relics that he possessed: a 
feather of Archangel Gabriel. Two Certaldo inhabitants, having heard that story,  decided to 
play a joke on him stealing the feather and replacing it with some coal. So in this unexpected 
situation the friar was able to invent a story in which he claimed  to possess the coal where 
Saint Lawrence was roasted. 

Traditional methods of 
cultivation 

This onion has a typical pear form. Seeds must be sown in seedbed from November to 
January. Soft or medium consistence soils are preferred, since they let the bulb grow 
harmoniously, but onions can easily grow even in clay soils provided they are fresh, deep and 
fertile , with pH values between 6 and 7 and good availability of water. 
They must be transplanted from April to May at a distance of 0,25 x 0,30 m, in sunny soils in 
order to avoid fungal attacks. It is advisable to strengthen young onions from twice to four 
times. Onions to stow away mature in September. They are plaited and placed in shaded 
places, protected from cold, where they are preserved until March and April. To produce 
seeds onions that are long to germinate are chosen; these are transplanted and grown to 
seeds, to keep the peculiarity of the late germination. Seeds are picked up in June – July and 
kept in dry places. 

Customs and traditions Red Tuscan onion is consumed as fresh onion, with a hot taste, or preferably cooked, because 
of its very strong taste. The sale takes place in the bordering area through the fruit and 
vegetables market, a good deal of the production is made for family use. 

 

 

 



 

 

                           
  

                                      

Traditional culinary 
use 

It is used for sautéed vegetables and omelettes. 
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Elaborated purposes TEACHING: sources http://www.terraditoscana.com/default.aspx?lpg=cucina_prodotti&obj=verdura_cipollarossa ;   

http://www.terraditoscana.com/content/ph/prod_218-s.jpg 
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